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BECOMING A
VIGILANT LEADER

Successfully Navigating Digital Turbulence
OUTCOMES
The convergence of digital technologies is contributing to
more instability and greater uncertainty in every organization.
Vigilant organizations create more customer and shareholder
value than competitors because they pursue a higher number
of viable responses to digital turbulence. See Sooner - Act
Faster gives leaders a powerful toolkit to improve corporate
foresight, develop future-oriented scenarios and make better
investments in strategic options.
A key principle for responding to digital turbulence means
increasing the organization’s readiness to take action when
the timing is right. Through this Sprint, leaders will learn how to
implement a system of vigilance, and master new approaches
for sensing, probing and interpreting weak signals in the
external environment.
Readiness also requires new attitudes. Leaders must
determine to shift their attention to outside-in perspectives
in order to overcome tunnel vision, shortsightedness, and
willful blindness. They’ll discover how to develop diverse
perspectives by seeing the organization through the eyes
of customers, competitors and other external stakeholders.
They’ll interrogate current practices, use bold questions
to challenge the status quo, and investigate anomalies
falling outside the organization’s normal operating patterns.
From those insights, they’ll develop hypotheses to drive
experimentation and learning, and define possible future
scenarios.

• Identify the organization’s greatest vulnerabilities related to digital
turbulence
• Use outside-in thinking to determine what organization
capabilities are needed
• Learn to use scenarios and analogies to consider uncertainties,
amplify weak signals and develop stories about possible futures

YOU WILL
• Assess your company’s vigilance quotient
• Apply a new toolkit to develop a system of vigilance inside your
organization
• Ask the “right questions” to learn from the past, examine the present
and envision the future

ABOUT THE EXPERTS

As leaders amplify weak signals, seek diverse perspectives,
facilitate information sharing, and develop stories about
possible futures, they create new strategic options and put the
organization in a much stronger position to take timely action.

PAUL SCHOEMAKER
• Former research director at the Mack Institute for
Innovation Management, Wharton
• Founder of Decision Strategies International
• Co-Author, See Sooner Act Faster and 8 other
leading business books.
• Among the most highly cited scholars globally
(top 1%)

GEORGE DAY
• Former Professor Emeritus of Marketing, he
Wharton School
• Co-Author, See Sooner Act Faster and Author,
Strategy from the Outside-In
• Taught at Stanford University, the University of
Toronto, MIT, Harvard Business School, and
the London Business School.

SPRINT OUTLINE
WEEK

1

LEARNING FROM THE PAST
AND UNDERSTANDING THE
PRESENT

•
•
•
•
•
•

Qualities of Vigilant Leaders
Assess Your Vigilance
Different Approaches to Foresight
Exploring Inside-Out and Outside-In Thinking
Managing and Expanding Leadership Attention
Amplifying and Clarifying Through Active
Scanning
• Developing a Strong Sensing Capability

Learn more at corpu.com

WEEK

2

PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE

• Tackling Ambiguity
• Exploring Divergent Views and Developing
Scenarios
• How Phillips Tackled Ambiguity
• Partnering for Joint Gain
• Types of Strategic Options
• Investing in Strategic Options
• An Action Agenda for Leadership
• Aligning the Organization
• The Vigilant Leader’s Toolkit

WEEK

3

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

• Generating Hypotheses
• Conducting Interviews
• Planning Our Response
OPTIONAL - Disruptive Technologies
• AI/Machine Learning
• Internet of Things
• Blockchain
• Mobility
• Augmented Reality

